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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 52 C Rn, IZ > 3, he a region exterior to a compact Ca-hypersurface 
2Q. In this paper we study both the existence of outgoing or incoming 
solutions to the exterior boundary value problem 
(4 -q+K’)W =f 
a@ Ian) = 0, 
(l.lj 
and the spectral and scattering theory for an associated self-adjoint operator 
N acting on L”(Q). Here 8 can be either a Dirichlet boundary condition or of 
the form g(z) = 2w/2n + uzu, where 0 is real-valued and continuous. 
We assume that q is a real-valued function vanishing in the complement of 
52 such that q EL~~~+~ (P), where 6 > 0, n/2 + 6 > 2, and that there exists 
an T,, such that, for j x j > r0 and some es > 0, 
j q j ,( c(l + / x j)K~d91+EJ* (1.2) 
In this paper we develop a new approach for solving (1.1). The basic idea 
underlying our approach is to treat (1.1) as a compact perturbation of the 
associated free space problem; for this free space problem, one seeks an 
outgoing solution u defined in all of P for 
(4 + K”)(U) = g. (1.3) 
Tf F,<+ denotes the outgoing fundamental solution, the problem (1.3) has the 
explicit solution u = F,+ *g as long as the right-hand side g is suitably 
restricted so that the convolution is well defined. We show in Section 3 that 
the above convolution yields a function u in the Sobolev space H&(Rn) as 
long as g satisfies 
I 
1 g I2 (1 + 1 x I)lfGo ax < (13. 
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In treating (1.1) as a perturbation of (1.3), we must consider both the effects 
of the potential q near infinity and those of the obstacle and potential on a 
bounded set. If the obstacle C(Q) is contained in ] x 1 < r0 , the essential 
contribution (in 1 x ( 3 YJ in solving (1.1) as a perturbation of (1.3) comes 
from the term 2~. We show in Section 3 that, if q satisfies the condition of 
(1.2), then there is an a: > 0 such that 
when 
s 
Ig I2 (1 + 1 x pdx < co. (1.4) 
On the other hand, to include the effect of the obstacle in the perturbation, 
we must modify the solution u of (1.3) to satisfy the boundary condition. 
Thus, we consider u - p(zc - V) where v is defined in G n (X 11 x [ < rs>, 
with (u &,) = 0, and p is a smooth function which is one near XI and 
vanishes for [ x [ > r0 . We would like to choose v so as to make this per- 
turbation of u compact. We can accomplish this if ZI is chosen as a solution of 
an interior boundary value problem for A, - A in Q n (X 11 x: 1 < r,,], with 
Im (A,) # 0. This problem has the form 
(A, - 4)(v) = (A0 - d)u, 
s?(v) = 0, v II&r0 = 24 II&r, * 
U-5) 
Since u belongs to H2(-Qr0), we can conclude by standard elliptic estimates 
that z, belongs to Hs(.C& ). We thus express the solution to (1.1) for f with 
s ( f I”(1 + 1 ?c j)l+~ dx < cc, by w = u - p(u - V) where U, v satisfy (1.3) 
and (1.5), respectively, and 
f = (4 + K2 - C+) = (4 + K”)@) - [+ - ,O(fd - v)) - K”&d - v) 
+ 2VP vu - v) + (4P)b - v> - )bP(U - 41 
= g - s,g. (l-6) 
We note that, by the choice of the interior problem (1.5) we have replaced the 
contribution in (1.6) from O(U - zj) by &,(u - v); thus the expression for SK 
contains only terms of at most first order for the H”-functions u and v. 
Therefore, if we introduce the Hilbert space &, consisting of functions f 
such that (f)(l + 1 x /)(l+~)/~ ELM, to solve (1.1) for f in fi, it is sufficient 
to find a g in fi with (I- S,)(g) = f; the solution w = u - p(u - v) of 
(1.1) can then be constructed in the above manner. The condition 
4 ~~mc ( 19 *“+s Rn the Sobolev imbedding theorem, and the Rellich compactness 
criterion make SK compact on bounded sets of Rn, and estimate (1 A) controls 
the tails at infinity in A; thus SK is a compact operator on ri; and Fredholm’s 
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alternative is applicable in discussing the invertibility of I - S, . We note 
that q.+ belongs to A; thus we can solve for the “correction” term when we 
seek an eigenfunction expansion in terms of distorted plane waves whenever 
we can invert I - S, . Furthermore, for G nonzero and real, the failure of 
(I- S,)-1 to exist is directly related in a natural way to the existence of non- 
trivial solutions .Z EL”(Q) for (1.1). We remark that the idea of using an 
interior boundary value problem to study an exterior problem was introduced 
by Lax and Phillips in their study of pole-free regions for scattering matrices 
associated with the exterior problem of the wave equation (see Phillips [ 111). 
The existence of solutions to a variety of less general cases of (1.1) has been 
studied by several authors. Weyl, Kupradse, and Miiller began the work on 
this problem. This initial work was subsequently continued by Werner 
118, 191, Ikebe [6], Shizuta 1161, and Shenk and Thoe [14]. These authors 
relied on suitable generalizations of a potential-theoretic construction first 
introduced in the special case when n = 3 and q has compact support. Shenk 
and Thoe solved (1.1) by these methods, assuming q is uniformly Hiilder- 
continuous in D along with (1.2). 
The use of L2 rather than Hijlder estimates in our formulation not only 
allows us to treat more general potentials q but also to obtain in a natural 
way crucial estimates which have a bearing on the spectral properties of H. 
In particular, we show that the spectrum of El is absolutely continuous except 
for at most a denumerable number of isolated eigenvalues with finite multi- 
plicities, and that this absolutery continuous spectrum is (0, co) minus these 
isolated eigenvalues. Furthermore, when the geometry of the singular set of q 
is suitably restricted so that (1.1) has the unique continuation property, N has 
no positive eigenvalues, and the absolutely continuous spectrum of H is 
(0, coj. As we shall indicate in the following sections, our construction applies, 
and is even somewhat simpler, in the important case D = Rn. Here otir 
results include those of Kuroda [lo], w h o under simiiar hypotheses studies W 
by abstract operator-theoretic techniques, and also the well-known work of 
Ikebe [i’] for n = 3 and its generalization by Thoe [17] to n. > 3. 
We now summarize the contents of this paper. Section 2 contains a formal 
construction of the operator S, discussed above. In Section 3, we first sum- 
marize some well known inequalities and properties of the outgoing free-space 
fundamental solution and then derive certain straightforward estimates 
concerning the continuity of various operators on I?. We apply rhese results 
in Section 4 to prove the compactness of S, and the invertibility of I - S, . 
Finally, in Section 5, we establish several spectral properties for IE. In partic- 
ular, we obtain an outgoing eigenfunction expansion. Certain crucial 
estimates are easily established using our methods. Once these are obtained, 
some of our arguments closely follow those of Shenk and Thee; in particular, 
the results of Section 4 coupled with the above estimates allow the proofs in 
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[13, 151 for existence, completeness, and invariance of wave operators to be 
carried over with only minor changes. (The proofs of these facts are thus 
omitted, and we refer the reader to [13, 151 for the details.) 
2. A FORMAL CONSTRUCTION OF SK 
Let& =={,ljxi < } r , and let Q,. = SL n B,. Denote by 2 the region in 
the plane defined by / K ] > 0 and 0 < arg K < rr. Let I?(Q) be the Hilbert 
space of functions g such that j g I(1 + j x j)(rfro)/P ELM, with 
To solve (1.1) for an arbitrary f E I?(Q) and K E X, we first consider g E I?(Q). 
Extendingg trivially to be zero in R n - $2, we let u be the outgoing free-space 
solution of 
(A + K2)U = g. (2.1) 
We shall perturb the free-space solution zc of (2.1) so as to solve (1.1) for 
f EA(.Q). We first choose p E C,,m(Rn) such that p = 1 in a neighborhood of 
XI and vanishes for 1 x / > rl , where rl < r,, . Now choose v so that B’(V) = 0 
and consider w = u - P(U - w); it is clear that w is outgoing since u is, and 
that 99(w) = 0. Furthermore, by (2.1), 
(0 + K2 - P)(W) 
=g - [(Ap)(u - 72) + 2GpV(u - w) + p4(u - w) + q(u - p(u - w)) 
- K”fJ(U - w)]. (2.2) 
Our aim will be to choose ~1 to satisfy (1.1). 
Denote by F,+(x) the outgoing fundamental solution for the free-space 
reduced wave equation A + K2. We prove in the next section that the con- 
volution of F,+ and an arbitrary g E i? is a well-defined function whose 
restriction to Qr yields a bounded linear map from I? into the Sobolev space 
H”(Q). Thus the solution u of (2.1) is represented as u = d,(g) = F,+ *g and 
II u llm?,) < cr II g lla * (2.3) 
Now, looking back at (2.2), we see from (2.3) that it may be possible to writef 
in the form f = (I - S,)(g) with S, compact if we can eliminate the contri- 
bution in the right number of (2.2) f rom d(z4). To accomplish this, we choose 
ZI to satisfy the following interior boundary value problem in Q,.O : 
&I - 4(v) = (4) - 4)% 
(2.4) 
-Q(v la3 = 0, v ihkra = 24 II&r0 
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where A0 is a fixed complex number with Im X, > 0. From (2.3), vve know 
that u E H”(Q,o); thus (ha - A) u EL~(SZ~,). Here and in what follows, we 
always interpret the boundary condition in the sense that, if u E He(SZ,Oj, 
then 9’(u) E H1~2(8Q) and (see [S, pp. 48601) 
Setting v1 = v - $u, where C/J is a smooth function equal to 1 in a neigh- 
borhood of j x / = r0 and equal to 0 in a neighborhood of a52, we see that v1 
satisfies 
(A, - A) v1 = (A, - Ll)(u - $0, 
(Vl Isn) = 0, v1 /Ix~=ro = 0. 
(2.5) 
The given boundary conditions satisfy the usua1 elliptic coercive estimate 
at the boundary (see [3, pp. 73-801). If we replace (& - A)(% - z&j by any 
function in La(!LJrO), this coercive estimate implies that the interior problem 
(2.5) generates a self-adjoint operator on L”(L?rO) with domain contained in 
Hs(SZ,O). Since Im X, # 0, X, belongs to the resolvent of this operator. These 
facts and a standard application of the closed graph theorem (see [l, p. 2101) 
yield 
ii VI lifwq < G Ii& - 4(u - ~~)llnva,o) < G !i g ilH2tDTe) . (24 
The function v given in (2.4) will be denoted by v = B,(g). Combining 
(2.3) and (2.6), we see that 
II v llfml) = II ~K(gjllHQ2~o~ < c I! gII& - (2.7j 
With the above choice of n, the desired solution w of (1.1) for the given 
f E A(Q) has the form w = u - p(u - V) and 
f = (d + Kz - C&d - ,b(u - v)] =g - [(+)(u - v, + 2opv(u - v, 
+ q(u - p(u - 4) t (4) - 3 P(U - 41. (2.8) 
This leads us to the following definitions for SK and R, : 
DEFINITION. We put 
where u = A,(g) and v = B,(g). Also we define 
R,(g) = u - p(u - v). 
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Summarizing our construction, to find an outgoing solution to (1.1) for 
given f E I? it is s&icient to find a g E I? such that (I - S,)(g) = f. Then 
w = zl - p(u - V) - R,(g) is the desired solution of (1.1). 
For the special case D = Rn, we remark that the interior boundary-value 
problem (2.4) reduces to 
(2.9) 
Since Im A,, f 0, the solution of (2.9) is unique. Thus u = V, and SK becomes 
S,g = qu where u = d,g. 
3. PROPERTIES OF A, ACTING ON I? 
Recalling that 3? = {K ! 0 < arg K < r and [ K ! > 0, we now set 
As is well-known, the reduced wave equation d + ~~ has two distinguished 
fundamental solutions, F,+ and FK-, which are called incoming and outgoing, 
respectively. We first summarize some useful properties of F,+; analogous 
properties hold for F,-. The proofs can be found in [2, 14, and 171. 
Choose p0 E C,~(@) such that p0 > 0, equals 1 for 1 x / < 1, and vanishes 
for j IV j > 2; here and in what follows, let ps(x) = p&/s) for s > 0. There 
exist constants Cfi’,,,, C, such that, for all K E .X, , s > 1, 
Also, there exist constants CL‘,, such that, for all K, K’ E 3& , 
( p,(FKt(r) -F:,(x))/ < c.:,,, j K - K’ / pI 1 .z: I’-%. (3.2) 
Furthermore, for fixed noruero X, FK+(x) is an analytic function of K E 3? 
which is the restriction of an entire function for n odd. These are all conse- 
quences of the fact that 
F,+(x) = (i/4)[~/(2n 1 .E’ I)]” f&‘(K 1 x I), p = (?I - 2)/2, 
where HF’ is a Hankel function of the first kind. 
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We shall also use the following inequalities (see [2, 4, and 141 for proofs): 
(i) b < 12, b + c > n, 
jRn j x -y I-“(1 + jJ’/)-cdy 
d (1 + j X j)npcbfc) 
c I(1 + j x I)-” 
for c < n 
for c > ?I. (3.3) 
(ii) 0 < oi, /3 < n, N f y, 
1 IX--Xj-aI.-yj-*dz 
D 
~ jc, / 3 -y jHorf8) for M f j3 > n, D = p, 
(Co for 01 -+ p < n, D bded. 
(3.4) 
Here and in what follows C always denotes a constant (whose value can vary 
from relation to relation). 
Let X, Y he Banach spaces, and denote by L(X, Y) the Banach space of 
bounded linear operators from X to Y. 
I,EMSIA 3.1. Let u = f&g == F,+ JE g, and consider the Testriction of u to 
the ball B, . Then u lies in the Sobolev space H2(B,), and the map K t-2 A, is 
,mell-de$ned and continuous from X to L(l?, H’(B,.)). 
Proof. We begin by showing that A, belongs to L(Z?, L2(B,.1)). Now 
t\ &(g)lb(B,.,) < llW,+) *g \\LZ(Brl) + ii[(l - ~s)F,+l *R b(Brl) = (3.5) 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (3.1), and (3.3) imply for K E xFZ I s > 1, 
that 
By (3.1), 1 p,F,+ ( < Cops \ x /2-T1 c-L1 and j\ g 1122 < [jg 11%. Thus, since the 
convolution of an L1 and an L2 function is in L2, we have 
llb,FK? *g llh~ d C, II pTK+ llil Ii g I!% = (3.7) 
Integrating (3.6) over B,.l and combining this with (3.5) and (3.7), we see that, 
for any rr and fixed s, there exists a C,,(s, rr) such that, for all K E L%&, , 
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The standard weak regularity estimates for elliptic equations [I, p. 641 
guarantee that, given r, there exists an Ye such that 
Since u = F,+ *g, du = -K% + g. Fix s = 1; then (3.8) and (3.9) imply 
(j A,g I(H~(B~ < C, (/ g l/d, and the map is well-defined for K E Xm. 
To check continuity as a function of K, let K~ , tcz E X, . For given T, let r, 
be as in (3.9). Let E > 0 be arbitrary. Then 
In the first part of (3.6), the integration ranges over j y - x ( > s, but 
] x / < r, implies ] Y 1 > s - r, ; therefore, 
I[(1 - PN?$ *gW” 
< c,, I( g 11; (1 + I s - r1 I)-’ JW,>.-r, I 3 -Y 11+ (1 + I Y IPfY) dY 
where y = ~,,/2. Integrating (3.11) over BT1 and choosing we conclude that 
IIU - Ps) q1 * g Ilm,,) < (c/4) II g lla (3.12) 
is sufficiently large, uniformly for K~ E X. . Combining (3.2) with (3.7), 
we obtain 
Ir[P,(q - QI *g IhB,) d I K1 - h’z I cn,, II g Ii& * (3.13) 
Since s depends only on %, , (3.10), (3.12), and (3.13) imply the continuity 
of A, on X, to L(B, L2(BT1)). 
Finally, for or , ~a E X, , we see by (3.9) that 
II Aqg - -%,g llfP(8,) 
< c(li K,2.hlg - K22&Bg h~,1) + 11 A,$ - dr,g ih,,)* (3.14) 
The continuity of A, from && to L(R, L2(BFl)) and (3.14) together imply the 
continuity of A, from ZW to L(D, P(B,)). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let q EL * 1 w where 6 > 0 and n/2 + S > 2. Then u --+ qu is 
a compact map from H2(Q,.) to L”(G$) and there exists an s, 0 < s < 1 such that 
(3.15) 
Proof Consider first n > 3. Then there exists an s > 0 such that 
n/(1 + s) = n/2 + 6. By Holder’s inequality, letting 01 = n/(1 f $2, 01’ = 
yi/(n -- (1 +- s)2) be the conjugate exponents, 
Now (n - 2(1 + s))/2n > (l/2) - (2/n); hence by the Sobolev embedding 
theorem [3], the injection of H”(-Q,) into L2nQn-9(1 +))(Qr) is compact. Since the 
composition of a bounded map and a compact map is compact, (3.16) implies 
the desired result. For n < 3, the Sobolev imbedding theorem implies that 
11 u \jC1,s(o,) < C, /I u jjna(Hi,) where Cr/z(Q) is the space of Holder continuous 
functions of order l/2. Thus the injection of H” into LyGTTj is compact, and, 
by the same reasoning as above, it suffices to take q E Lz(.Q,). The estimate 
(:3.15) follows directly from (3.16) and the generalized Sobolev inequahties for 
noninteger s with Q = R” (see [21, 121). 
LEIWIA 3.3. For Jixed K E &‘“, consider the m.ap g + q&(g) where g E A. 
Then q-4,( .) E L(Z?, A) and K + q/l,(-) is continuous from X to L(g, 8). 
Furthermore, we have the estimate 
II $%~I!~~(R~--B~~ < C,,(l + Y)-*l//gllg(s~) 
where q = ~,,/4. 
Proof. Pick P > 2r, . We know that, for 
1x1 >yc!, j q / < C,(l + j Lx /)-[(~~+~)hJ~ 
Thus, 
(3.17) 
d ; co” i ,z,>r (1 + 1 x j)--(n+t.o) / A,g 1’ dx 
f C,2(1 + 7.p 2c, [J,,,, (1 + j X j)--(nf2*) 
x 
(1 ,~--y,>l I x -Y P)” I c&N d$ dx 
-!- I lob- 
(1 + 1 X I)++=) 
iS ,e,>l I x -Y I’-” (g(Y)1 dyjt dx]. (3.18) 
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Consider the first integral in (3.18). The estimate (3.6) implies that the square 
of the y-integration is bounded by C,, I/g &(I + / x I)-““. Since 
I (1 + 1 x ()-(n+n) nx < D, ) laih 
the desired estimate (3.17) is valid for the contribution from the first term 
of (3.18). 
For the second integral in (3.18), estimate (3.7) implies 
. 
J 
(1 + 1 x l)--(p2+(co’*)) 
lzl>r (J 
;x-,,sl j x -3’ /2--n / g(y)\ dyj2 dx 
d II(p2 I y  12+7 * I g(y)l IEVR”) < II Pz I Y l2--n I!3 I! g II% - 
Thus this term also possesses the desired bound, and (3.17) is established. 
From (3.17) we can conclude that, given E > 0, there exists an Y such that 
UnifOrdy for K1 , K2 6 xw, . Combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we see that 
II&L, - 4;?lrJdlla-CR,) -.. <E/2//g/j for jK1-KZI <6 and K1,K2Ex,. 
A combination of the above two statements completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. (i) K i--t A,g IB, is a vector-valued holonaorphic map from 
{K !  II-II K > o> t0 J!@?, Hz(&)). 
(ii) K + q&g is a VectOY-Vahed holonzorphic map from (K [ Im K > 0} to 
L(t& H). 
Proof. To prove (i), it suffices to show that KH&,J$(‘) is holomorphic 
from Im K > 0 to L(l^i, H2(Rn)). Let FzE = (1 - pe) F,+, and let B,,,g = 
FzE *g. In what follows we shall identify H-2(Rn) as the dual of HZ(@) 
relative to the L2 inner product (., .) in the usual manner. Pick # E C,,m(Kn) 
and + E Com(QW); b ecause F,+(y) is holomorphic in K for fixed y  # 0, a 
simple and direct verification shows that (#, P~,.A~,~+) is holomorphic on 
Im K > 0. From properties (3.1) and (3.7), we conclude that (p, p2+$&) 
converges to (#, pgT4d) as E -+ 0, uniformly on compact subsets of X. Thus 
(#, p,,J&) is holomorphic. Since Com(Rn), C,,“(Q) are fundamental in H-2(Rn) 
and fi((n>, respectively, and since by Lemma 3.1 
by passing to the limit we see that (f, p,,Ag) is scalar holomorphic for 
f~ H-2(Rn) and g E&Q). The assertion in (i) now follows from the well- 
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known equivalence between uniform holomorphicity and weak-scalar 
holomorphicity for operator-valued functions. 
The proof of (ii) is similar (using Lemma 3.3) and will be omitted. 
4. THE COMPACTNESS OF S, AND INVERTIBILITY OF 1- SK 
We are now in a position to establish some important properties of the 
mapping SK defined in Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 
S,(g) = qzc + (Ap)(u - a) + 2TpF(u - 59) - (A, + 3 + q)[p(u - v)] 
where u = A,g and v  = B,g. Then SK is a compact map from f f  to fijor each 
K E A’-. As an operator-valued function in L(B, l?), it is holomorphic OR Im K > 0 
and conhuous on X. 
Proof. That AYK belongs to L@, A) is a direct consequence of Lemmas 
3.1-3.3 and (2.7). We shall establish that the image under SK of the unit bail 
in fi is totally bounded. First, observe that S,(g) = p/i,(g) for j x ! >, r0 _ 
Using this fact, we conclude from (3.17) that, for a given 6 > 0, there exists 
an Y such that, for /j g jj& <(l, 
Consider (p,.S,(g)i I( g /I < l}. W e note that S,g contains no second deri- 
vatives of u or v  and that, for I( g j\ < 1, Lemma 3.1 and (2.7) imply 
Thus Lemma 3.2 and the Rellich compactness criterion imply that 
&S,(g)! jj g I\ < 1) is a compact set, and thus can be covered by a finite 
number of balls of radius S/2. This fact, together with (4.1), implies that 
(S,(g)/ Ijg !! < I> can be covered by the same finite number of balls with 
radius 6. Thus S, is compact. 
The holomorphic dependence and continuity of S, are a consequence of 
the corresponding properties of A, and qA, as established in Lemmas 3.1-3.4 
together with the fact that both of these properties are preserved by composi- 
tion with the other fixed bounded linear maps which occur in the definitions 
Of&. 
To invert 1 - S, , we shall use the following known criterion (see [2 or 91j: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Consider a Banach space i? and a region Q in the complex 
plane such that 122 is Cm, afzd let x ++ T(a) be a map from 0 to L(l?, B) which is 
505/16/3-9 
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holomorplzicfor z in G and corltinuous in 0. Suppose that, for$xed Z, T(z) is a 
compact operator. Then 
(i) If there exists x,, E Q such that [I - T(.z,)]-l exists, then [I - T(Z)]-’ 
exists eueq,where in Q except for at most an isolated set of points. 
(ii) I f  E = {A E 2.Q / I - T(A) is not invertible, then E is a closed set of 
Lebesgue measure zero. 
Remark. When n is odd, S, is holomorphic in D = {K 1 Im K > 0} and 
continuous in B. For n even, SK is not continuous at K = 0; however, the 
same conclusions hold by picking a sequence of smooth domains Qn, such that 
-x, _c Qm 2 ~,,l and applying the above results to Q,, . 
We shall need the following result, whose proof will be given directly 
after that of Theorem 4.2. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let K E Z. Suppose that (I - S,)(g) = f  where f 
vanishes for 1 x [ > y1 , and let u = A,(g). Then u satisfies Sommafeld’s 
radiation conditions: 
(i) u = O({ x j-(n-1)i2). 
(ii) &/I% - ifcti = o(l x (++l)p). 
We are now in a position to prove one of the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 4.2. (I- S&l exists for all I( in (K j Im K > 01 except f0Y at 
most a denumerable number of isolated points, {Ki>z21 ; (I - SK) is inzwtible for 
all real K except possibly a closed set I? of Lebesgue measure zero. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1 and Fredholm’s alternative, it suffices to find 
~~ E (K 1 Im K > 01 such that (I - SKO) h as a trivial kernel. Suppose that 
(I - S,)(g) = 0. This implies that 
[(d + K”) - q)(u - p(u - v)] = 0, g(u - p(u - v)) =: 0, (4.2) 
where u = A,(g) and D = B,(g). 
We remark that all functions below belong to Ha(Qr), so Green’s formula is 
valid (see [5, pp. 48-601). W e also know from Proposition 4.2 that w = 
(U - p(u - v)) satisfies Sommerfeld’s radiation conditions; thus by Green’s 
formula, 
hi 
zx 
s ,z,=N g ti + o(l) = 6 4w@ + lQN ! VW I2 + J-, 0. I w I2 -t 4) 
(4.3) 
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Taking the imaginary part of (4.3) yields 
Re K ,a,=N 1 w iz + Im(K”) jQN ! Zu 1’ -+ 0 as N-+xJ. (4.4) 
Pick IQ such that 37r/4 < arg K,, < ~12. Then Re ICY, Im fco2 < 0, whence 
(4.4) implies that 
w = (1 - p)u - p(v) = 0. (4.5) 
Since u = A,g, u is well defined in all of Rn; furthermore, since supp g C J2, 
u satisfies (A + K’)u = 0 in Rn N (D). Because p = I in a neighborhood of 
%2, from (4.5) we can conclude that ZJ vanishes in a neighborhood of 82. 
Thus the function G = u - v, originally defined only in OF0 , can be extended 
to BrO as an Hz-function by setting zZ = u in 3,. 0 . Then from (2.4) and the 
above fact, it is clear that 
By Green’s formula and (4.6), we obtain 
j,, 
0 
/ zir j2 = rl, (A - P)(z@ = 0. (4.7) 
0 
Since Im A, > 0 and Im q,” < 0, the imaginary part of (4.7) yields z? = 0; 
thus u = v  in QI.O . Since u = v  in 52, , (4.5) implies that u = 0 in X2. But 
(A + K3)U = g, so g = 0 and the theorem is proven. 
To prove Proposition 4.2, we first estahlish a result concerning the decay of 
g, where (I- S,)(g) = h. Th’ 1 IS emma has further applications, as we shall 
see in Section 5. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that (I - S,)(g) = h, where 1 k i < C, / x I--Y for 
i .z: j > r1 > ro, y > co ; then there exists an ~(9~) such that the follozm’ng 
estimate holds almost everywhere in j y  1 > PI : 
I g(y)? < D((l i i y I)-‘” I q(y)? i! g II% i- i pi”), (4.8) 
zohere II is a constant depending only on C, , r0 , and X, . 
Proof. Pick /3 irrational so that 1 > /3 > 0, and let J be an integer such 
that Jp > n and (J - I)8 < n. Choose 11i such that 11i > J f  ri . Since 
S,(g) I= y&(g) for / x i >, r0 and (I- S,)(g) = 12, 
g(y) = q(A,,g){ y) + h(y) a.e. in j y  1 > r1 $ 1. 
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Using the estimates (3-l), (3.5), and (3.6) we conclude that 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
(I 1 g(x)] ax 1 s 2 ( dir * Iz-VI<1 I x -y P2 ’ I 1 g(x)]” d.v 15--1//<1 j .x -y ]n--4+B . j2-.vj<l ) II” -y in-D 
(4.10) 
The estimate (3.6) together with (4.9) and (4.10), implies that 
(4.11) 
Since ) y  j > ?r , the estimate in (4.11) is also valid for all x such that 
( x - y  1 < 1. Estimating g(x) in the integrand by the espression (4.11) 
itself, and applying some straightforward reductions, we see that, with a 
different constant C, 
ldY)12 G c (I NY)12 + I 4(Jw (1 + 13’ I)-” 
Applying Fubini’s theorem and (3.4) to the integrand in (4.12), we obtain 
the improved estimate 
(4.13) 
Now (4.11) is valid for z such that ) y  - z j < 2. We may therefore substitute 
the expression for g(x) from (4.11) into the integrand in (4.13) to further 
improve the estimate. Repeating this process J - I times and using the 
second inequality of (3.4) at the Jth step, we arrive at the desired result. 
Now, to prove Proposition 4.2, we know as a consequence of the above 
lemma that there exists an r1 such that g = g, + g, , where 
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and g, = 0 for j x ! > ?I . Let zli = A,gi for i = 1, 2; ua clearly satisfies the 
radiation conditions. The decay of g, and estimates (3.1) (3.3) imply 
Since (I - S,)(g) = 0 for j x / > y1 , the definition of S, implies that 
pi = q(ul + un) for / x / > r0 . Thus we get an improved rate of decay for 
g1 , namely j g, j < C( 1 + 1 x !)-[ (n+r)/s+s~J. There is no loss of generality in 
assuming co irrational. Since u, = A,g, , we see by applying (3.3) and (3.1) 
again that uI in fact decays at the faster rate, j u1 / .< C(l + \ .x i)--2Eo. Repeat 
this process J - 1 times, where (J - 1) e0 < H - 11’2 < JE,, , to obtain 
( g, j < C(1 + I x l)-(lz+l~Z+JEo). Using inequality (3.3) again, we see that 
! uI ! = O(! x jlm-n/Z); thus (i) is proved. Since ur has the form u1 == =I,g, 
and 1 g, 1 < C(1 + / x j)--(n+1/2+Jfo), / ur 1 = 0( / x I1-nlE), a straightforward 
but lengthy calculation shows that (ii) is also satisfied (for a proof, see the 
Appendix of [2]). This completes the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
The closed set I? of Lebesgue measure zero, which exists in view of 
Theorem 4.2, is related to the existence of a singular positive spectrum. From 
known results for the case Q = R”, we would expect that E := (0) for any 
short range potential 4 which also possesses the unique continuation property. 
We prove below that the properties of E are consistent with this conjecture 
for the general 9 studied in this work. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let E be the closed set of Lebesgue measure zero of Theorem 
4.2. Then the following properties hold: 
(i) E consists of at most a denumerable number of points (R~)& which 
can accumulate only at in$nity. 
(ii) If q has the unique continuation property, then E C CO). 
Proof. Let K be real. Because SK is a compact operator, Fredholm’s 
alternative implies that K belongs to E if and only if (I - S,) has a nontrivial 
kernel. Suppose (I - s,)(g) = 0; this implies (A + Kp - qj[u - p(u - c)] = 0 
where u = A,g and v = B,(g). Let ‘u! = u - p(u - v). We know from 
Proposition 4.2 that w satisfies Sommerfeld’s radiation conditions, hence, by 
Green’s formula, 
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If we use the fact that K is real, we can conclude from the imaginary part of 
the equation in (4.14) that 
[W12-+0 as N-+ co. 
Since 1 p j < C,(l -+ j x I)-cn+ljs+ro) f or 1 x ( > r,, and since w satisfies the 
radiation condition of Proposition 4.2, we may apply a theorem of Kate 
([2, 81) to conclude that w = 0 for j x: 1 > r, . If q has the unique continuation 
property, we can conclude immediately that w = 0. In the general case, w is 
identified as an H2-solution of the interior problem 
(-A+q-/cyw=o 
(w lad = 07 w II&y, = 0. 
(4.15) 
We shall show in a lemma immediately following this proof that w = 0 is 
the only solution of (4.15) for K $ {?,>yzl. Here {a}& is a certain isolated set 
of points. 
Assuming this lemma, we can now deduce both (i) and (ii) in Theorem 4.3. 
We show below that the condition 0 = zu = zc - p(u - v) implies g = 0 
where R,(g) -= W. Recalling the definition of g, we see that I - SK can have a 
trivial kernel only at the point {R~)?=~ . When ZLJ E 0, we can proceed as before 
using equations (4.6) and (4.7). Since p = 1 near &‘, we can extend the H2 
function ZZ = u - z’, originally defined only in Q n BTO , to an H2 function 
in all of BT, by defining zZ = u in B,,.. - Q. Furthermore, zZ satisfies 
(A - P)zi = 0 where 
jh, in .Qr, 
P=: I- 
~~ in R” - D 
(4.16) 
with zi; 1 1X jzTO = 0. Green’s formula and the equations in (4.16) imply 
Since ~~ is real, the imaginary part of (4.17) implies that 
Thus 
s 
!u-v!!f=O and 11 = v. 
*‘o 
But the two relations 0 = w = u - p(u - .u) and II = v imply that u = 0 
in 9. Recalling that u = A,(g), we obtain (A + K~)U = g in G. Since zl = 0 
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in 9, we conclude that g vanishes in 9. But the support of g is contained in Q, 
whence g = 0 as desired. 
LEMMA 4.2. Consider th.e interior problem 
(-A + q - /cyzu = 0 
(w ian) = 0, .& ilxl==~o - - 0. 
(4.18) 
There exists a deenumerable set of isolated points, {I?~]?==, , such that w = 0 is 
the on& H2 so&ion of (4.18) for K t$ {&)FZ1 . t$7?zelz K = E, for sme 1, the null 
space defined by the equations in (4.15) is$nite dimensional. 
Remark. The desired conclusions do not follow immediately from the 
theory of elliptic operations because 2 EL~/~+~(Q~~). However, we will exploit 
the fact that multiplication by y  yields a compact map from H2(Q,0) toL2(Q-2,0). 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. It is a consequence of standard theory that the 
operator H0 given by H,, = --A is closed and self-adjoint on L&(QTO) with 
domain 
9’(H,) = :u E H”(Q,) 18(u ien) = 0, u jj+, = 0). 
Furthermore, the spectrum of H, consists of a denumerabie number of 
isolated real eigenvalues with finite multiplicities. We recall that the essential 
spectrum of a closed operator is the relative complement of that part of the 
spectrum consisting of Fredholm points (see Kato [22: pp. 243-244, foot- 
notes]). Thus the essential spectrum of H,, is empty. 
We shall prove that the essential spectrum of H = --d -t 4 acting on 
9(Hoj is also empty. Since any cluster point of isolated eigenvalues not only 
belongs to the essential spectrum but also any isolated eigenvalue of infinite 
multiplicity, this will prove the lemma. Recall that for any given operators 
& and H, , 0 ia H,-compact if (i) 9(H,,) G g(Q) and (ii) for any sequence 
U, E 9(H,) with both {u,> and {HouJ bounded, (Q(u~)~ contains a convergent 
subsequence. We now verify that if H0 = -A on 9(H,,) and Q(U) = qu, then 
Q is H,,-compact. I f  I! U, Ijo and jl --Au, !I0 are bounded fer U, E Q(H,), a 
basic a priori estimate from the theory of elliptic equations ([5, p. 2591) 
guarantees that /I u, llN~(o,,) < C, . The map u ++- qu was shown in Lemma 
3.2 to be a compact map from H2(.Q,o) to Lz(O,.o); this guarantees that (Q[u~)} 
contains a convergent subsequence. We now apply the weli known theorem 
that the essential spectrum of a closed operator is conserved under relatively 
compact perturbation; thus Ho and H = Ho + 0 have the same essential 
spectrum (see Kato [2, p. 2441). Therefore, since the essential spectrum of 
Ho is empty, the essential spectrum of H is also empty, as asserted above. 
Since the unique continuation theorem is valid for functions q with the 
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property stated in the following corollary we immediately conclude the 
following for potentials satisfying our basic local regularity hypotheses. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let C _C 0 denote a set of measure zero with coanected 
complement and consider E as de$?led in Theorem 4.2. If q is localb essentially 
Bounded in the complement of C, and q EL~~!~+~, n/2 -/- 6 > 2, then 
EC(O). 
5. APPLICATIONS TO SPECTRAL AND SCATTERING THEORY FOR H 
In this section we study the L2(Q) self-adjoint realization H associated with 
the equations in (1.1). W e s h ow below that the methods of existence developed 
in the preceding sections for (1.1) provide a natural setting for applying 
established techniques to the study of H. 
As a first step, we develop a resolvent representation in terms of distorted 
plane waves. Since our problem is a perturbation of -A acting on L2(Rn), we 
seek outgoing eigenfunctions which are modifications by a “small term” of 
those for -A (this idea was first used by Ikebe [7]). The outgoing plane 
waves eiz* are improper eigenfunctions for -A on L2(R”) and (A + K”) ei2f : 
(2 - 1 4 [s) ei”‘. The perturbed eigenfunctions must of course include the 
interaction of the potential q and should also satisfy the boundary conditions 
in the exterior region. Thus, by analogy, we seek functions w+(x, K, 5) 
defined for x in Q which satisfy 
(A 
+ K2 - q) w+ = (K” - j  f I’) eisC 
g)(w+ Ian) = 0. 
(5.1) 
If  we assume that w, has the special form 
w+(% K, f) = (1 - #) ei2’ + Vi-(X, K, [), (5.2) 
where $ E COm(Rn) is one near a52 and zero for 1 x 1 > Y,, and ‘u+ is outgoing, 
then ZI+ is the outgoing solution of 
(A $- K2 - q) ZI+ = geei’* - (A + K2 - q)(#eix*) 
Bb+ Ian) = 0. 
(5.3) 
The inhomogeneous term qeieE - (A + K2 - q)(#eizf) belongs to g(Q) and 
varies continuously in A with respect to the parameters .$ and K. In the pre- 
ceding two sections we have developed an existence theory for (5.3) when the 
inhomogeneous term belongs to B. Suppose K is a point where I- s, is 
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invertible; then (in the notation of the preceding sections) the outgoing 
solution ZJ+ to (5.3) is given by 
71+(x, K, () = R,&I - Sx)-l-(qei~r - (A + d - q)(#ei”*)). (5.4) 
Let ~fd;h , b?d?k be the sets of points on the imaginary and real axes, 
respectively, corresponding to the points where I - S, is not invertible. Let 
w,“=, be the other complex numbers in the upper half plane where I - SK 
fails to be invertible. Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 guarantee that these sets 
are discrete and denumerable. Let ] == x - ((~~1 U {kJ> U {lJ)) and let 
where d(r, A) denotes the distance from the point x to the set A. Thus for 
any K belonging to J, the operator I - S, is invertible and the expression 
for V+ from (5.4) is valid. The theorems in Sections 3 and 4 imply that 
(I - SK)-i is continuous from fi to itself and R, is continuous from A to 
H”(Q) for any Y > Ye,. Furthermore, we have also proven that (i - SK>-l and 
R, are continuous functions of K with values in the respective uniform operator 
topologies. Therefore, since Jm is a compact subset of J? we can find a constant 
C,.,, such that for K E Jnl , the following estimate is valid: 
‘1 2’,(., K, 5)lI~y~.,) < C,,, I/ qeiz5 - (A f  62 - q) #eizc jl~(~) 
G C,,,(l + I E !‘>- (5.5) 
Given the regularity properties above, one can easily verify that for K E J the 
functions W+ constructed above from (5.2) and (5.4) are a distribution solution 
of (5.1) which is in Hs(Q,) for any Y > r0 , where the boundary conditions are 
satisfied in the sense of the trace. 
For functions f~ Cim(RrZ), 6 E Rn, and K E J with Im K > 0, set 
wJ(x) = (2n)+79 JJ([)[l f 12 - Ky w+(x, K, f) de (5.6) 
where fi [) = (27rpn/a jRn e-Qcf( JJ) dy. We recall that W, satisfies 
(A f /$ - q) zL’+ = (K” - ! ,$ I”) ei”E. 
Proceeding formally for a moment, we notice that if we could differentiate 
under the integral in (5.6), and then apply Fourier’s inversion formula for 
x E !Z, we would obtain (A + 9 - q) lV*j = f Ia . If the functions rut- were 
smooth we could also verify that &J(W,,j) = 0, since WK is a superposition 
of functions which satisfy the boundary condition. Thus lVX is formally an 
outgoing inverse operator for Im K > 0 and f E C?(8). We also remark that 
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for the free-space case where w+(x, K, 5) is replaced by ei25, the expression 
in (5.6) reduces to a formula for the resolvent in terms of its spectral represen- 
tation. Thus the function 1s: constructed above is a perturbation of the free 
space resolvent representation. Of course, the functions w+(x, K, 8) are only 
H,s(.@ solutions and their pointwise values do not exist-this is the technical 
difficulty with (5.6). 
In order to give the expression in (5.6) a rigorous definition, we will 
interpret the above expression as a Bochner vector-valued integral with respect 
to the measure p defined by dp = f(f) df. We take values in N?(Q) for any 
fixed Y > Y,, . We shall make use of certain well known properties of vector 
valued integrals (see [20, pp. 133-1351). Let p be a measure on R” and let h 
be a strongly measurable function on R’” with values in a Banach space Ti 
The first result we shall use is the following scalar integrability criterion: 
if s /I Jz I[ y dL& < co, then A is an integrable vector valued function, i.e., there 
exists a u E T/ such that ZJ = s h dp. The second result will be used to justify 
the interchange of several limiting processes. Suppose R is an integrable vector 
valued function with values in l/ and Iet T be a bounded linear map from V 
to another Banach space W, then T(h) is integrable and s T(h) du = T(Jh du). 
The next lemma justifies the heuristic remarks made in the preceding para- 
graph. 
LEMMA 5.1. Consider the functions W,J de$ned in (5.6) about the functions 
TVK . Then the following regularity properties are valid: 
(--d +9-K*) Ft;Kf=fb 
iqWKf) = 0. 
(iii) (A - q) WKf~L2(Q) and W,,~E Hz(Q). 
Proof. From well known properties of the resolvent of the free space 
operator, the statements of (i) are clear for the term 
in (5.6). It remains then to consider the expression 
s &)[i [ !* - I?]-~ v+(x, K, I) d8. 
R” 
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By the inequality (5.5), 
j (! ;U(‘, K, t)!!&(@ I(1 6 I2 - K’>-l 1 dZl 
R” 
The last integral is finite because j (5) is a rapidly decreasing function [sincej 
belongs to C,;“(R”)]. Furthermore, V+ is continuous with respect to 5 and 
grows at most like 1 + ( 5 j2; it follows easily that U+ is strongly measurable 
with respect to p, where du = f^(<) d[. Thus WKf G H”(i&) in view of the 
scalar integrability criterion for Bochner integrals noted above. From the 
two inequalities in (3.1), we see that FK+ ELI(@) for Im K > 0. Thus we 
obtain the estimate 
Now B,(g) -F<+*g for 1x1 >rs. If  the estimate in (5.7) is applied to 
g = (1 - S,)--l(qeiz~(A + K2 - q)(#ehe)), we conclude that v+(., K, 4) ELM 
since R,(g) also belongs to H*(Qr,). A s in the derivation of the estimate (5.5), 
the estimate (5.7) for Im K > 0 coupled with the continuity properties of 
R, and (I - s&l, implies that for any given K with Im K > 0, we can find a 
constant C, such that 
We can now apply the scalar integrability criterion noted above to conclude 
that W,f ~Lz(52). 
To prove the first part of (ii), we note that A + K2 - 4 and are bounded 
linear maps from @“(Q,.) to Ls(Q,) and H112(X2), respectively. Since vector 
valued integration commutes with bounded linear maps, it follows from (5.1) 
and an application of Fourier’s inversion formula to j(E) for x E Q?, that 
(d -t 2 - 4) W,,f = f iii, . Provided that 9’ is interpreted (in terms of trace) 
as a bounded map from H2(QT0) to EW(%Q), we have shown in Sections 3 
and 4 that 9?(w+(., z, K)) = 0. Therefore, if we again commute vector valued 
integration and a bounded linear map, we conclude g(IV,f) = 0. Since 
f  lo E L2 and, by part (ii), W,<f E L”(Q), we conclude from (ii) that 
(A - q) W,; ELM. 
The well known properties of the Laplace operator acting on L2(RR) 
guarantee that if g belongs to L2(Rn) and g belongs to L2(R”), then g belongs 
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to Ha(P). Consider the function (1 - pro) I;~L~EL~(R”); from parts (i) and 
(ii) above, we can conclude that A((1 - p,,)) H/J) ELM. Thus 
Since from part (i) above, pr,14rKfg H”(a), the desired conclusion in (iii) 
follows. 
Remark. The function II/J introduced above, which yields a resolvent 
representation in terms of distorted plane waves, is formally identical with the 
function introduced by Shenk and Thoe in [13, 151. 
We now use HrK to study the spectral properties of H. Of course, even to 
begin this study we must define H(== -A + 4) on an appropriate dense 
domain of L’(Q) containing the smooth functions satisfying the boundary 
conditions and prove that H is self-adjoint. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let H = -A + q and let the domain of H, 9(H) = 
{u E H2(12)1 9% = O}. Then the following properties are validfor H: 
(i) H is self-adjoint OPZ 9(H). 
(ii) For a TegulaT point K of I - SK with Im K > 0 and for f E Com(Rn), 
We have (19 - K”)-‘f IQ = ItfKf. 
In order to prove this result, we first establish the following. 
LEMMl 5.2. There exists a constant C,, such that, for all u E wO(Q) with 
B(u) = 0, 
Proof. By the standard regularity estimates for solutions of elliptic 
equations, there exists a constant C, such that, for u E Hz(Q) and B’(U) = 0, 
(The estimate (5.9) can be established by using the properties of the Laplace 
operator acting on L2(Rn) near infinity and the estimate in [5, p. 2591 near &Q 
and then piecing things together by a standard partition of unity argument.) 
From (5.9) we get 
II u /l;2(p) < C,(ll(-A + czb I$,,, + II u II&,, + II qu II”,,,,). 
We shall obtain the estimate 
(5.10) 
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for any E > 0 and u E H”(Q). Looking back at the inequality (5.10) we see 
that this will establish the desired inequality. Pick pr, E C,“(R”) such that 
pro =i 1 for j x ( < 2r, . Since 4 is bounded for 1 x [ > rs , we have 
II ~(1 - P& hd < C iI 21 iiLw (5.12) 
for all u E H’(0). T o estimate Q(~~,u), we first use Lion’s extension theorem 
to find an element u” E Ns(iV) such that pl.,u = p,,J and 
il proi iIH2tRnj G c I/ P,eu II,@(Q) * 
Since the support of 4 is contained in 8, it is clear that qp,,u = qprOu‘. Thus 
from Lemma 3.2, there exists an s, 0 < s < 1 such that 
il cu~,~u ii& = ii wpo~ 1l&Rn, - ,a% < c, II PtoU Ilps(R”) (5.13) 
A simple argument using Fourier transformation (as found in [I, pp. 71-731) 
shows that, for fixed s, 0 < s < 1, and all 9 E H?(R"), there exists a y0 such 
that 
II q $&?i (jp) f  y&~l-s iI y  !I;“(p) t- C(6) II g, II&J. (5.14) 
I f  we apply the estimate in (5.14) with 6 sufficiently small to the function 
p+,E appearing in (5.13) and then use the inequality 
I/ Fyi &p) < D, Ii u I/&) , 
we obtain 
II 4P,~~ ll;qn, d Cl(E) II 24 ll;?(n, + 6 il u &(Q) - (5.15) 
Combining the inequalities in (5.12) and (5.15) we see that we have established 
the estimate in (5.11) and therefore the desired lemma. u 
Now to prove Theorem 5. I, we first note that Green’s formula is valid for 
functions in B(H). Thus N is symmetric on 9(H). I f  a sequence, 
converges to (u, g) in the graph norm of HonL2(Q), we conclude from Lemma 
5.2 that U, is a Cauchy sequence in H”(Q), and therefore converges to u in 
H”(Q). Thus u belongs to Ha&Q). Since 99 is a continuous map from p(Q) 
to fwyaq, .qz&J = 0 . pl’ im ies B(U) = 0. Thus u belongs to 9+(N). This 
establishes the fact that H is closed on 9(N). PickfE C,“(sZ). Theorem 4.2 
guarantees that we can find K, , K~ with Im K12 > 0 and Im KE < 0 such that 
I - SK is invertible. Consider WKifi Lemma 5.1 implies IVKif~ Q(H) and 
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-(d f- Ki2 - q) t’,<f=f. B ecause H is a symmetric operator, we know that 
the range of H - K: is closed. But from the above, we know the range of 
H - Kip includes the dense subspace, C,=(Q). Therefore the range of H - Kz 
isP(Q). Since the deficiency index of a closed symmetric operator is constant 
on the upper and lower halfplanes, respectively, this implies that H has defi- 
ciency indices (0, 0). Thus H is self-adjoint. 
To prove (ii), we first note that 14’Kf~C3(H) and (-A + 4 - K”) iJ$f = 
f lo. Since H is self adjoint, for any ~2 with Lm K2 # 0 there is a unique 
solution w in B(H) with (H - K”) v = f IQ , Thus, necessarily 2: = W,J as 
asserted in (ii). 
The spectral theorem and Theorem 5.2 imply H has the form 
H= 
s 
cc XdE,. 
-co 
We now proceed to study the spectral properties of H. We begin by deriving 
an outgoing eigenfunction expansion. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let f 6 C’sa(Q), and let K E J. Define 
X, K, 5) dx where w+ satisfies the equation in (5.1). 
For the special case when K = / t 1, we write!+(f) = f;,(f). 
We remark that the map, f bf;(f), is th e analogue of the Fourier transform 
for the perturbed operator. We will prove that this mapping diagonalizes 
the absolutely continuous part of the spectrum of H just as the Fourier 
transform does for -A on L2(P). To do this, we first establish a technical 
lemma on the growth offK+(E). 
LEhfnI.4 5.3. The function f” dejked above has the following properties: 
(i) fK+(f) is a COntinUOUS fUnCtiOt2 Of (K, f) for (K, 5) E J X Rn. 
(ii) There exists a constant c(f, Jm) such that, for K E Jm , 
(5.16) 
Proof Suppose supp f C Q,,. . We have previously shown that the map 
K -+ I?,(1 - SK)-1 is a vector-valued continuous map from J to the set of 
bounded operators, L(l?, H2(Qr!,,)), with the uniform operator topology. 
If we use the defining properties of w+(x, K, t) occuring in (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) 
and the above continuity property of R,(I - SK)-r, we immediately conclude 
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that (K, f) ---f Zo+( ‘, K, f) is vector-valued continuous into H”(S&.). This implies 
the first statement since integration against f  is a continuous linear functional 
on Ha(Q) and the composition of continuous maps is continuous. 
To establish the estimate in (5.16), it is sufficient by a straighforward 
duality argument to show that 
for all g E c?,~(R”) where g denotes the Fourier transform of g. ‘rhe estimate 
is clearly valid for the contribution tofK+ from s (1 - #J) eixcf(x) dx. Consider 
the contribution from ZI, . The estimate in (5.5) states that the v+(,, K, 5) 
grows in -H”(Q) at most like 1 + 1 t /a. S ince t(l) is rapidly decreasing, 
zl+(., K, f) is an integrable function with values in EP(-Q,) with respect to the 
measure TV defined by dp == J(s) d[. Integration against a smoothS with the 
support of j in s2,. is a bounded linear map on Ha(&). We thus commute 
vector-valued integration and a linear map to obtain 
From the explicit form of z’+ given in (5.4) 
a+@, K, t) dS dx 
jRnS(E) &,(I - S,)-l [q(y) eiv* - (4 $- 2 - q)(4eiys)] dt 
= R,,.(I - S,)-l [q(y) jRn e”gEi(t) dt 
- (5.20) 
where the first vector-valued integral in (5.20) takes its values in H”(SZ,). The 
integrals in (5.20) exist for similar reasons as given before---~(~) is of rapid 
decrease and the norm in g(Q) of q(y) eiYc - (4 + Kp - q) #ei,uc grows at 
most like 1 + j =$ i2. We recall that R,(I - &J-l is a bounded linear map from 
I?(Q) to Ha@&) thus the switching of integration and a bounded linear map is 
justified. 
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If we rewrite the second part of the equation in (5.20) using Fourier’s 
inversion formula on g(t) and then combine the relations in (5.18), (5.19) and 
(5.20), we get 
= J ;;fW - &>-’ [w - (4 + K2 - c&k’)1 dx- (5.21) 
Since R,(I - SK)-l is continuous from iir(.n) to U2(.Q,.) and depends continu- 
ously on the parameter, K, and as proven in Lemma 3.2, Q maps H2(Q,,.) 
continuously into .L2(G?,), we have the following estimate, 
11 %(I - $)-l (qg - (4 f K2 - 4)(&)h’(c+) 
=G C(r, J,> it 4g - (4 + ~~ - aM+il~,,, G WY JJ II g ilH?lRnJ 
(5.22) 
Since r depends only on the support of-f, by applying the CauchySchwarz 
and the estimate in (5.22) to the relation in (5.21), we see that we have proven 
the estimate in (5.17). The desired conclusion in (5.16) follows directly from 
(5.17) by a simple duality argument. q 
Let f~ Csa(Q) and g E CUm(RfE), then from the self-adjointness of H we 
conclude, 
s,, (H - &lf@ = J-f(H - K’)-l (g 1~) dx = S,f FvKg dx. (5.23) 
If we substitute the expression in (5.6) for W+,g and commute vector-valued 
integration with a bounded linear map, we obtain 
j- f W,g dh: = j- 
n 
[I 8 I2 - +%(M5) d4. (5.24) 
R R- 
If (H - K”)-lf is extend trivially by zero in R7’ - Q, Plancherel’s Theorem, 
and the expressions in (5.23) and (5.24) imply that 
ll(ff - +frl;q,, = IlO f I2 - TF1.Qm2. (5.25) 
Consider an interval [n, b] such that a, 6 > 0 and [a, b] _C R+ -- {k~}~=, . As a 
consequence of Theorem 4.2, we know there exists E,, and a, , a2, with 
a, < a < 6 < uZ such that (I - SK) is invertible on .X = {K / I? = zl + G, 
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u1 < 21 < a2 and 0 < E < E,,). I f  we let x2 = p -1 z& then the identity in 
(5.25) and the well-known spectral projection formula imply that 
1/2[(4,+ i- &)f,fl - lP[(E,+ t Ea-)fyfl 
I”fK+(a”dmJ 
([ ,$ i2 _ p)2 + &L Where Kp = p + k. (5.26) 
I f  j 5 12 > u2 > b and a < u < b, we obtain the simple inequality, 
(I 5 I2 $- 1)” < l/c&J f  /B - 24>” + E”]. 
By Lemma 5.3, 
From the first part of Lemma 5.3, we conclude that ifK+(t)\” < M for 
K G Jni and j 6 jz < n, . Using the vector-valued continuity properties of ZU+ 
with respect to K, we have for [ E j belonging to Jm n (R - E) 
,,$~*,ofx) = J;<n. 
Therefore, well-known properties of the Cauchy kernel guarantee 
s 
b ljl$ +r / %+(c$)l” [(I 5 I2 - u>” f e2]-l du 
a 
i 
0 for j E j2 < a or iEl”>b 
= i.!+<O12 for a < j 5 iB < b (5.28) 
We also have for sufficiently small E > 0, 
q’n ab ifK+(f)12 ((1 4 I2 - u)~ + <2)-I du < C’s: 
s 
c(u2 + e2)-l du < Co . 
-m 
Thus, we can validly apply the relation in (5.28), Fubini’s theorem, and the 
bounded convergence theorem to obtain, 
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Combining the expressions in (5.27) and (5.29), we see that 
VW,+ + Wf,fl - VW<, -t -qf,fl = J” 1 j-+(.5)1’ dt. (5.30) 
a<[%=[ %b 
The above formula has several immediate consequences which we now 
summarize. Let p = {ZJB)yzr, and let P = ~~O,~)-p dE, . 
THEOREM 5.2. Consider H(- -A + q) acting on 9(H) and P as dejGled 
above. The following properties are valid: 
(i) HP has absolutely continuous spectrum. 
(ii) For f E C,,m(i2), f+ is in L*(R”) and sRn j j+(f)!:’ dt = J”n I Pf j2 dx; 
the map f Hf f  can be extended to a unitary mapping of PL2(Q) onto a closed 
subspace M of LB(Rn). 
(iii) For f  E L”(Q) and [a, b] _C R+ -p, 
(Eb - E,)(f) = l.i.m.(2x)-“1s /” f+(t) w+(s, E) dt 
*CZ<lSj”<b 
Pf = I.i.m.(2n)-n/a j fi(.$) w+(m, t) dt. 
IF 
Proof. These are all well-known straightforward applications of the 
expression in (5.30), the properties of the spectral family, and simple limiting 
arguments. See for example, Shenk and Thoe [15]. We do remark that to 
prove (iii), one must interchange limits. In exactly the same manner as we 
have done several times before, this interchange may be verified using vector- 
valued integration. q 
Remark. We show in a later portion of this work that in fact 
M = L2(R”). 
One would expect from the results for the two cases s;Z = R” and D C Rn 
but 4 = 0 that for the short-range perturbations considered here, the 
spectrum of H(I - P) on R - (0) would consist only of eigenvalues with 
finite multiplicities. We prove that this is indeed the case. 
THEOREM 5.3. The spectrum of H(I - P) on R - {O) consists of at nzost a 
denumerable number of eigenvalues withjnite multiplicities. 
Proof. Let ~rs < Kz2 < 0 be two consecutive points corresponding to 
values xi on the imaginary axis where I - SK* is not invertible, and let 
K1’ < a < b < K2’. Consider [a, 61; we know from the results in Section 4 
that there is a neighborhood p of [alp, bll”] such that p _C JnL for some m. 
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I f  we use the expression in (5.26) to calculate the spectral projection on [a, b], 
we observe that, since a < p < b < 0, 
It now follows from the spectral projection formula in (5.26) and the estimate 
in Lemma 5.3 that 
But the expression in (5.31) implies that there is no spectrum on [a, b]. 
Now let A + 0 belong to the spectrum of H(I - P). I f  h < 0, then by the 
above argument there exists ~~~ such that h = K:, . Similarly, if X > 0, by 
the definition of P there exists iJ0 such that X = 12; . Since (K.~~J& u (ZJ21& 
has no finite accumulation point other than zero, A”is an isolated point in the 
spectrum of H(I - P). Since H(I - P) . is self-adjoint, X is necessarily an 
eigenvalue. 
To prove the finite multiplicity of these eigenvalues, consider first 0 < X = 
I?~” E (2J2>J”=1 . I f  u E 9(H) CL”(Q) satisfies (H - riJ2>ti == 0, then &to’s 
theorem (see [8] and the appendix of [2]) implies that u vanishes for ! x ! > r0 . 
This identifies u as an H2-solution of the boundary-value problem in (4.15), 
and thus as a consequence of Lemma 4.2, we immediately conclude that the 
multiplicity of I?~” is finite. Now suppose 0 > h = K2 E {K~~)J=~ . In this case, 
F,+ belongs to Ll(P) because Im K > 0. From the estimate in (5.7) we now 
conclude that A,(g) = F,+ *g belongs to L2(RRn). We also know that A,(g) 
satisfies the equation, A&g = -K’&(g) -1 g. Since g E i?(G) G L”(O) and 
Ak.g EL”(P), we see that AA,(g) E:L”(R~). Thus, AK(g) and AA,(g) both 
belong to L2(Rn). From the regularity properties of the Laplace operator 
acting on L”(R”), we now conclude that A,,(g) belongs to @(Rn). We have 
proven in Section 3 that R,(g) belongs to N’(Q.rO> and satisfies the boundary 
conditions. From our construction of R, in Section 2, R,(g) = A,(g) for 
/ x 1 > 70 . Because A,(g) E H”(P), these two facts imply that R,(g) belongs 
to P(Q). Thus, R,(g) belongs to 9(H) and by construction, 
for g E Q(Q). 
I f f  belongs to the eigenspace E(K~~), associated with Ki’, we conclude from 
the self-adjointness of H that f  is orthogonal to the range of H - K;‘. ?f’his 
together with the above remarks implies that 
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for g EB(Q). Consider the I-l bounded linear map r from E(G) to a(Q) 
given by 
r(f) = (1 + 1 X j)-(r+Q)f. 
The expression in (5.32) means that, for all g GA(B), 
mf)3 (I- 8xdlacs2, = 0. (5.33) 
Here, of course, (.)~(~~j is the natural inner product in n(Q), i.e., (h, k),(o) = 
J h&( 1 -j- ] .2* 1)--l-J) dx. 
Now SK is compact on I?(Q). Thus the range of I - SK has finite 
codimension, and the expression in (5.33) means that I’(E(G)) is finite 
dimensional. Since ris l-l, we conclude that E(K”) is finite dimensional. q 
Remuyk. In the situation where 4 is singular but has the unique continua- 
tion property as in Corollary 4.2, {&:J)Jmr is the empty set and there are no 
positive eigenvalues. 
We conclude our study with the following result concerning the absolutely 
continuous part of H. The important implication of the result proven below 
is that the map, f~f+(& yield s a unitary equivalence between the action of 
H on PLs(sZ) and a very simple operator acting on a well-known Hilbert 
space--multiplication by ( 4 j2 on P(P). Since the unperturbed operator, 
--A, is also unitarily equivalent by way of the Fourier transform to multi- 
plication by ! f  I2 on La(II’c), this establishes the unitary equivalence of the 
absolutely continuous spectra of H and --d. 
THEOREM 5.4. Consider H = -A + q acting on g(H), H has the following 
psoperties. 
(i) DeTjote the absolutely continuozcs part of L2(Q) relatizje to H by 
H aec. ; the?1 Ha.,. = PLz(s?). 
(ii) Let [a, b] _C Rf - (pJ2),“=, . Then for f 6 Corn(Q), 
where X[n,o](j 6 1”) is lfor a < 1 E I2 < b, atzd 0 otherwise. 
(iii) The map f wf+ is a unitary map from PL2(Q) onto L2(R”). 
Proof. The statement in part (i) above is a direct consequence of the 
previous two theorems. To prove (ii), consider f,  g E Cea(G). From the 
calculation in (5.30) and Theorem 5.2, we see that 
(5.34) 
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Since the map f ~3 + is an isometry, by polarizing the expression in (5.34) 
we obtain 
F(%=i) f”, PI I= NE, - -W f, sl = KE, - Ed./-, (E, - -&kl 
xz 
i XL& t l">f+(t> k+(E) dt- 
(5.35) 
* Rn 
Let M denote the subspace of L2(P) spanned by the range of the map 
f-f”+, and let Q denote the orthogonal projection onto M. Since the relation 
in (5.35) is valid for allg E Cam(Q), 
Q(xra,d! E i2,Ptn> = 6-=&+(5). (5.36) 
On the other hand, we know that P(E, - E,)f = (E, - E,)f, so the 
expression in (5.34) and the fact thatfbf+ is an isometry imply 
iI~f+li” = I/ P(J%, - &)fi12 == iI x[a,& t j)2.f~(~)ii$iRn~ . (5.37) 
Now the relations in (5.36) and (5.37) imply 
iv - O)(x[a,bl(l 4 12!>3+cmz = 0. 
Thus from the expression in (5.36) again, ~t~,~l([ [ is)f”+(e) .= -f+(t). 
This proves (ii). 
To prove (iii), let (f”}pj=r. be a countable subset of functions in COm(Q) 
which are dense inL”(Q). Suppose #([) EL”(P) is orthogonal to the range of 
the map f~{+. Then the relation in part (ii) above implies that, for any 
[a, b] C Rf - (tJ2)y=, and anyfl, 
thus for any 1, 
e<lCl’<b 
From this, we conclude that, since {~TJ~}~~~ has measure zero, there is a null 
set JLr such that, for K 6 N, 
and 
(5.38) 
for allfr, I = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
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If we apply Fubini’s theorem in (5.38), we get 
1 . 
1 (J iw,=l vJ0-J) W+(% KY K ~oJ)dW f”(x)& =o ) for lEZ+. n 
Thus by using the fact that (f I}& is fundamental in J?(Q) and expanding 
the expression in (5.2) for w+ , we conclude that 
s ,w,=l $b(K~) ei<zsaw) dw = - j ICUl=l zI,.(S, & K . w) #(KW) du (5.39) 
a.e. in 52 n (X j 1 .x ) > rs) for K $ N. 
The left-hand side of the expression in (5.39) is a solution in R” of 
(A + G)u = 0. The equality with the right-hand side in (5.39) allows us to 
conclude that this solution is outgoing by applying Lemma 4.2 and Propo- 
sition 4.2. Thus by the uniqueness theorem for free space outgoing solutions, 
the left-hand side of (5.39) is zero for K $ N. This in turn implies that the 
inverse Fourier transform of # is zero a.e.; thus # is zero, and we conclude 
that M = Ls(R”). n 
We note that a proof using similar ideas was given by Alsholm-Schmidt 
in [23 for the problem treated there. 
In conclusion, we remark that the results established above, coupled with 
Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.2, allow one to repeat the proofs in [13] and 
[15] to establish the existence, completeness, and invariance of wave operators, 
and also to yield an explicit calculation of the scattering matrix for the problem 
considered here. We refer the interested reader to the abovementioned papers 
for the details. Also, we mention that the case n = 2 has been omitted only for 
simplicity in exposition, and can also be treated in a similar manner as the 
above. 
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